
radiolabeled metabolite in plasma and hence in the tissue are
different between the 2 scans, a simple subtraction proce
dure is not appropriate. Instead, the uptake of radioactivity
from the plasma by the tissue after administration of the
labeled metabolite alone is independently characterized by
deconvolving the plasma input function from the tissue
response function. This gives the intrinsic unit impulse
response function for the metabolite in the tissue. The time
course of the radiolabeled metabolite in the plasma during
the parent scan is then measured. Under tracer conditions, an
appropriate correction then can be applied to the tissue in the
parent scan for the systemic delivery of radioactivity,
derived from the radiolabeled metabolite in the plasma, by
convolving the plasma metabolite input function in the
parent scan with the intrinsic unit impulse response function.
The approach thus takes account of the different plasma
timeâ€”activitycurves of the labeled metabolite in the 2 scans
and the correspondingly different shapes of the tissue
timeâ€”activitycurves.

The assumptions, theory, and limitations of this general
approach are discussed in this article and are illustrated for a
specific example of 2-[â€•C]thymidine uptake in tumors. This
compound is currently being investigated as a marker of cell
proliferation (1,2). It is rapidly metabolized in the whole
body, through to its principal metabolite in plasma, â€œCO2
(3,4). The problem, then, is to distinguish the contribution of
these plasma components to the total uptake of label by
tumor tissue. An explicit compartmental analysis of the
thymidine problem has been presented by Mankoff et al. (5).
In this article, we present a more general approach based on
the definition of the impulse response function for the
metabolite.

As the parent tracer, 2-[@C]thymidine was administered
and assayed directly in discrete plasma samples taken
throughout the scan. A supplementary scan was obtained
with intravenous administration of 11C02 as [â€œC]bicarbon
ate. 1â€˜CO2was assayed directly in both scans, both continu
ously in expired air and in discrete plasma samples (6).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Theory
Parent Scan. Let P denote the parent tracer, and M the plasma

metabolite of interest. It is the contribution of M to the observed
total label in the tissue during the parent scan that is to be estimated.
In the parent scan (in which the subject receives an intravenous

This article presentsand analyses a general methodof correct
ing for the presence of radiolabeledmetabolitesfrom a parent
radiotracerintissueduringPETscanning.The methodisbased
on a dual-scan approach, i.e., parent scan together with an
independent supplementary scan in which the radiolabeled
metaboliteof interestitselfisadministered.Themethodcorrects
for the presenceof systemicallyderived radiolabeledmetabolite
deliveredto thetissuesof interestthroughthe blood.Methods:
Data from the supplementaryscan are analyzed to obtain the
tissue impulse response function for the metabolite. The time
courseof the radiolabeledmetabolitein plasmain the parent
scan is convolved with its tissue impulse response function to
derive a correction term. This is not a simple subtraction
technique but I that takes account of the different timeâ€”activity
curves of the radiolabeled metabolite in the 2 scans. Results:
The method, its implications, and its limitations are discussed
with respectto [11C]thymidineand its principalmetabolite11C02.
Conclusion: The generalmethod,basedon a dual-scanap
proach,can be usedto correctfor radiolabeledmetabolitesin
tissues of interest during PET scanning. The correction accounts
for radiolabeled metabolites that are derived systemically and
delivered to the tissues of interest through the blood.

KeyWords:PE1@metabolites;kineticanalysis
J NucIMed2000;41:706â€”711

major problem in the quantitative interpretation of
dynamic PET scans can be the presence of radiolabeled
metabolites of the parent tracer in both plasma and tissue.
Although labeled metabolites in plasma can be assayed
directly from samples of blood taken throughout the scan,
the contribution of labeled metabolites to the tissue signal
cannot be measured directly. Labeled metabolites in tissue
may derive either from the metabolism of the parent tracer
within the tissue under study or be taken up from the plasma
during the scan. This article considers a general method for
the correction of the tissue signal for the presence of
radiolabeled metabolites taken up from the plasma. It is
based on a dual-scan approach, using the parent scan and a
supplementary scan in which the radiolabeled metabolite
alone is administered. Because the time courses of the
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injection of only the radiolabeled parent tracer, P), let CAp(t) and
CAM(t) denote the concentrations of P and M, respectively, in
plasma as functions of time. Let@ denote the total concen
tration of the label in the tissue after intravenous administration of
P, as a function of time.

If there are any other radiolabeled metabolites present in plasma
during the parent scan, then P, M, and these other labeled species
could all contribute to CT@@(t).In this case, it will be necessary to
distinguish those labeled metabolites formed before or indepen
dently of M, and those formed from M itself by its further
metabolism.

Supplementary (Metabolite) Scan. In the supplementary scan,
the subject receives an intravenous injection of only the radiola
beled metabolite. Let CA@PP(t)denote the concentration of M in
plasma as a function of time. Let CF@(t) denote the total
concentration of label in the tissue as a function of time. Any other
radiolabeled metabolites in plasma, in this case, will be derived
from plasma M, by its further metabolism in the body. These,
together with plasma M itself, could contribute to CF@(t).

Let IR.FM(t)denote the unit impulse response function of the
tissue after intravenous administration of M, such that:

CT@(t) = CA@(t) Â® @M(t),

where Â®is the convolution operator.
It is important to note in Equation I that although IRFM(t) is

convolved only with CA@â€•(t),it also accommodates the contribu
tions to the total tissue signal that come from any additional
metabolites of M that are present in the plasma. IRFM(t)may be
evaluated from the raw tissue and plasma data, using either explicit
models or general deconvolution procedures. In this study we used
a general deconvolution technique.

lissue Metabolite Correction of Parent Scan. Returning to the
parent scan, it is now possible to evaluate the contribution that M
and its metabolites in plasma make to the total tissue signal:

Correction(t) = CAM(t)0 IRFM(t).

This term corrects for M formed systemically and delivered to the
tissue through the plasma and for label deriving from the additional
systemic metabolism of M. It also accounts for the contribution to
the tissue signal of M and its additional labeled metabolites in the
vascular pool. This term does not correct for contributions to the
total tissue signal that come from any labeled metabolites in plasma
formed either before or independently of M.

The corrected tissue concentration time course is given by:

CT@(t) = CT,@(t) â€”Correction(t).

Assuming that there are no other significant labeled plasma
metabolites independent of M, then CT@0@(t)represents the tissue
response to the parent tracer in plasma, CA@(t).This response could
reflect uptake, binding, or indeed metabolism and trapping of the
parent itself within the tissue. if any of the metabolite M were
formed from the parent within the tissue itself, then this metabo
lism would only be included in the correction term to the extent that
it exchanged with the plasma pool.

Radiochemicals
[1â€˜C]bicarbonate was prepared as previously described by Gunn

et al. (6). A method previously described by Steel et al. (7) was used
to prepare 2-[â€•C]thymidine.

PET Scanning
The data used in this article were taken from a study of the

uptake of 2-[â€•C]thymidinein tumors. The studies were approved
by the Research Ethics Committee of the Royal Postgraduate
Medical School, Hammersmith Hospital. Permission to administer
the radioactive tracers was obtained from the Administration of
Radioactive Substances Advisory Committee of the United King
dom. The data analyzed here were taken from I man (age, SOy;
weight, 66 kg) with a diagnosis of pancreatic cancer. PET scans
were obtained in 2 dimensions on a 931 ECAT Camera (CTI/
Siemans, Knoxville, TN). In both the [â€œCjbicarbonate(514 MBq)
and the 2-[â€•C]thymidine(487 MBq) scans the tracer was adminis
tered as an intravenous bolus infused over 30 s.

Acquisition consisted of a 20-mn transmission scan, a 60-mm
dynamic â€œCO2emission scan (32 temporal frames: 1 X 30
[background], 6 x 5, 6 x 10,6 X 20, 6 X 30, 3 X 300, and 4 X 600
s), a gap of 20 mm, followed by a 60-mn 2-[â€•Cj-thymidinescan
(30 temporal frames: 10 X 30, S X 60, S X 120, S X 180, and S X
300 s). The dynamic datasets were reconstructed using filtered
backprojection (Hanning filter, cutoff 0.5 Nyquist frequency), and
an attenuation correction derived from the measured transmission
scan was applied. The spatial resolution of the final reconstructed

Eq. 1 image was 8 mm (full width at half maximum) at the center of the
field of view (8).

Assay of Radioactivity in Blood and In Expired Air
Total radioactivities in arterial blood and in expired air were

assayed continuously during scanning as described by Ranicar et
al. (9) and Gunn et al. (6). Discrete blood samples also were taken
at intervals during scanning for calibration purposes and for the
assay of acid-labile radioactivity in blood, as previously described
by Shields et al. (4). Radioâ€”high-performanceliquid chromatog
raphy (HPLC) was used to measure 2-[â€•C]thymidineand its
radioactive metabolites in serial plasma samples. Briefly, plasma
samples were deproteinized using ice cold methanol and centri
fuged. Each resultant supernatant was concentrated by rotary

Eq. 2 evaporation and the residue dissolved in mobile phase after
filtration. Aliquots (1 mL) were analyzed by HPLC on a reverse
phase column and eluted with a mixture of methanol and sodium
dihydrogen phosphate. The eluate was monitored for radioactivity
and ultraviolet rays at 254 nm.

Input Functions and Tumor Timeâ€”ActivityCurves
The processing of data to generate continuous timeâ€”activity

curves for â€œCO2IHCO3in blood is described in detail by Gunn et
al. (6). The partitioning oflabel between plasma and whole blood in
the discrete samples was fitted to a simple linear function of time
that was close to unity throughout both scans. The fraction of
parent 2-[â€•C]thymidinein the discrete plasma samples was fitted
to a sigmoid function of time. These functions were applied to the
continuous total blood data to generate parent and metabolite input
functions.

A region of interest (ROI) was drawn on the integral images to
delineate a region of tumor rim representative of high focal uptake.
This region was then applied to the dynamic scans yielding tissue
timeâ€”activitycurves.

Curve FittIng and Deconvolutlon
A fit to the tissue timeâ€”activitycurve in the supplementary scan

was obtained using spectral analysis as described by Cunningham
and Jones (10) using a non-negative least squares algorithm (11).
This method of fitting expresses the observed tissue timeâ€”activity

Eq.3
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scan gives the contribution of label in the tumor ROl
deriving from plasma â€œCO2IHâ€•CO3.This contribution is
shown in Figure 5 and is subtracted from the total tumor
activity to generate the corrected tumor curve. Note that
there are other radiolabeled intermediate metabolites in
plasma during the parent scan (Fig. 4). The contribution that
these make to the tissue signal will not be included in the
correction term except for that small fraction that derives

Eq. 5 from the further metabolism ofplasma â€œCO2IHâ€•CO3.

DISCUSSION

This article considers a general method for the correction
of dynamic PET tissue data for the uptake from plasma of
contaminating labeled metabolites of the parent tracer,
which applies under linear (tracer) conditions. It is based on
a supplementary scan to characterize the tissue response to
the labeled metabolite alone and on the direct assay of the
labeled metabolite in plasma during the parent scan. The
principal assumption is that the tissue impulse response
function for the labeled metabolite is the same in the 2 scans.
This applies under tracer conditions when the system under
study is in the same steady state in the 2 scans. The uptake of
the labeled metabolite and the time course of this label in the
tissue during the parent scan can then be calculated from the
plasma metabolite input function of the parent scan, using
the impulse response function derived from the supplemen
tary scan. In other words, it is assumed that the labeled
metabolite is injected (in the supplementary scan) or se
creted into the plasma (after endogenous production in the
parent scan) in the same physicochemical form in the 2 scans
and that it behaves as a true tracer, i.e., with its fractional
kinetic behavior independent of its actual concentration.

curve as a convolution of the input function (in this case, plasma
â€œCO2/HCO31with a sum ofexponential terms:

CT(t) =@ a1e@t Â®CA(t), a1 > 0, Eq. 4

where n is the number of numerically identifiable components in
the data. The impulse response function is then given by:

RESULTS

IRF(t) =@ a1e@â€•.

Figure 1 shows the plasma @CO2fH'1CO3 input function
in the supplementary (metabolite) scan after an intravenous
bolus injection of â€œC-labeledbicarbonate. During this scan,
a small amount of label also appeared in blood as a
nonâ€”acid-labile fraction (<10% at 60 mm). Figure 2 shows
the timeâ€”activitycurve of the total label in a tumor ROI in
the same scan. A fit to this data was obtained as described
above and is shown in Figure 2. This fit corresponds to a
convolution of the input function (Figs. 1 and 3).

After the intravenous administration of 2-[â€•C}thymidine
in the parent scan, â€œCO2IHâ€•C03is produced together with
other nonâ€”acid-labile, labeled metabolites (4). The time
courses of parent tracer and metabolites in plasma are shown

in Figure 4, which illustrates the rapid metabolism of the
parent, the rapid formation of â€œCO2(possibly reflecting the
metabolism of thymidine in the lung), and the accumulation
of other nonâ€”acid-labile intermediary metabolites.

Figure 5 shows the corresponding time course of the total
label accumulating in the tumor tissue ROl in the parent
scan. Convolution of the parent plasma â€œCO2IHâ€•C03
input function with IRFM(t) derived from the supplementary
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FIGURE 1. 11CO@/HCO3plasma input
function in supplementaryscan.
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FIGURE 2. Timeâ€”activftycurve for tumor
tissue in supplementary scan (0), with fit
from spectralanalysis(line).

Under these tracer conditions, relative rates of delivery in
the 2 scans do not mauer, because the consequent differ
ences in the time courses will be handled by the convolution
process.

In the specific application presented here, the plasma
metabolite input functions were generated from the continu
ous assay of â€œCO2in the breath. In this case the tissue
response function for the metabolite is defined relative to a
continuous plasma input function in both parent and supple

mentary scans. A continuous assay may be advantageous

when the dynamics of the tracer are rapid, as in the
supplementary scan in this study. In general, for metabolites
characterized by slower dynamics, such a continuous assay
would not be necessary. The basic requirements of the
dual-scan approach are independent measures of the time
courses of the labeled metabolite in blood or plasma and
tissue in a supplementary scan, and assay of the labeled
metabolite in blood or plasma in the parent scan.

1000 1500 2000
time (a) FIGURE3. Impulseresponsefunctionfor

tumortissue in supplementary scan.
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The general approach involves a deconvolution of the
response of the tissue with respect to the plasma metabolite
input function in the supplementary scan, to give a unit
impulse response function for the labeled metabolite. In the
current application this was effected by fitting the data to a
set of basis functions using spectral analysis (10). This
approach has the advantage that it can accommodate a wide
range of expected behaviors in tracer kinetics with no a
priori assumptions as to the number of numerically identifi

FIGURE 5. Tumor tissue time-activity
curves in parent 2-[11C]thymidinescan (Li),
withll@Q@/@@Q3-contribution(0) andcor
rection derived from supplementary scan
(0).

able compartments involved in the fit. In this context it may
be viewed as a general constrained deconvolution technique.
In other applications, specific compartmental or other mod
els could be used as descriptors of the tissue response to the
labeled metabolite as has been applied to corrections for
recirculating labeled water as a metabolite in â€˜@Oscans (12)
and as described by Mankoff et al. (5) for â€œCO2in
2-[â€•C]thymidine scans. In these models, the supplementary
scan provides estimates of specific rate constants within a
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compartmental framework to be applied to the plasma
metabolite data in the parent scan.

The subsequent convolution of the metabolite impulse
response function with the observed metabolite plasma data
from the parent scan gives the tissue correction function.
This is a correction for label in tissue deriving from the
uptake of the labeled metabolite and of its additional
products in the plasma. The correction applies only to the
labeled metabolite that passes through the plasma metabolite
pool before its uptake by the tissue under study. Often, it is
the peripheral whole-body metabolism of the parent tracer
that is the problem. These metabolites would be delivered to
the particular tissue through the blood, and hence the
correction would apply. However, the labeled metabolite
may also be formed from the parent tracer in the tissue under
study. This metabolite would only be included in the

correction function to an extent that depends on its exchange
between the tissue and the plasma during the scan.

These points may be illustrated by referring to the specific
example considered in this article, with plasma â€œC02/
Hâ€•CO3 as the principal contaminating metabolite taken up
by the tissue in 2-[â€•Cjthymidine scans. Most of the â€œCO2/
Hâ€•C03 in the plasma supplying the tissue will derive from
the peripheral metabolism of the parent tracer, and its
contribution to the tissue signal will be corrected for by the
current procedure. In general, other labeled metabolites in
plasma will not be corrected for, except for the following 2
cases. The first includes that small fraction deriving from the
further metabolism of â€œCO2itself. At the end of the
supplementary Hâ€•CO3 scan, <10% of the blood activity is
nonâ€”acid-labile. Because this derives from Hâ€•CO3,then any
contribution from this fraction to the tissue signal in the
parent scan would be taken into account when the metabolite
impulse response function is convolved with the â€œC02/
Hâ€•CO3 input function. In the second case, other labeled
metabolites of 2-[â€•C]thymidine would be corrected for only
if the label subsequently passes through the â€œCO2IHâ€•CO3
plasma pool.

The current approach gives no information on the metabo
lism of 2-[â€•C]thymidine in the tissue itself. However, it is

reasonable to suppose that any â€œCO2produced in the tissue
would exchange rapidly with â€œCO2IHâ€•C03in the plasma
and, to this extent, would be corrected for by the current
procedure. Thus, although the principles we discussed are of
general applicability, their particular applications require
careful consideration of the routes by which the contaminat
ing label reaches the tissue of interest.

CONCLUSION

A dual-scan approach can be used to correct PET data for
the presence of radiolabeled metabolites of the parent tracer
in tissues. The method described is of general applicability
to PET studies under tracer conditions.
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